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INTRODUCTION
My studies for the M.F.A. Degree came
at a time shortly after a major revision of my life.
I became a part of the "Born Again" phenomenon in
vogue in the mid-seventies as a result of a simple
declaration of faith. I use the word 'vogue* hesitantly,
not because I consider this phenomenon a passing fad,
but because it became a household word as political
reporters homed in on the spiritual beliefs of a
presidential candidate. My entrance into this spiritual
realm was a wholehearted decision to know the Truth.
There have been countless debates on what Truth entails
and on whether Truth is subjective, objective, relative,
or whatever; many, many books have been written about
Truth and Aesthetics. My search for Truth ended when
I became Born Again.
"First Light" is my attempt to communicate
part of what I have found relative to my spiritual
rebirth. I chose my title because I paint at dawn,
the first light of day and the dawn of my new growth
as a Christian.
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"But unto you who revere My name
shall the Sun of righteousness arise
with healing in His wings, and you.
shall go forth and leap for joy."
My direct involvement with this aspect of Creation,
and my desire to evoke awareness of the Creator, God,
allowed an unconscious flow of communication in this
regard. The unconscious flow of communication is the
result of an appreciative awareness of God's Power,
and the desire to allow Him to communicate through me.
What would hinder this was most often a lack of con
fidence resulting from the incredible scope of what I
am trying to tune into. Technical mistakes; wrong
choices of color mixtures, heavy-handed brush strokes,
over-manipulation of pigment, egotistic calculations
about how to paint; instead of confidence in Who will
help me, caused many heartaches.
Eastern thought, China as my example,
speaks of Tao, the Way, the cosmic orders the harmony
of Heaven and Earth that everything should express.
"In painting, this aim of the fusion of
spirit, that which pertains to Heaven,
and of matter, that which pertains to
Earth, relates both to the artist's own
development and to the work of art, for
successful results require the exercise
of insight as well as technical skill,
the ability to render the inner-character
as well as its external form."
For me God is the Author of the cosmic order.
It is Him I relate to, and I believe that through His
Word His Spirit dwells in me. When speaking of spirit
in painting, that intangible aspect which permeates the
art piece, I mean the vitality that man communicates of
his emotions. This communication is very personal and
strikes on that personal level; the Spirit (capital S)
in painting is what I believe to be that vitality which
communicates things of God, I am not talking about
purposeful emotionalism or religious symbolism, but a
flow of man's inner being or man's attempt to reach
God or be reached by Him. This is Truth; honest commun
ication from within.
SUBJECT
In my attempt to interpret the effects of
atmospheric light on landscape, I decided to make my
studies and sketches at sunrise, and to use the lake-
shore of Lake Ontario near Rochester as a starting point.
The reasons for these two decisions ares
1. maximum change in color related to atmosphere
at this time of day
2. the vast horizon of one of the Great Lakes
3. an intensification of mood for me
4. easy accessibility
5. an absence of people
6. water-sky reflections which maximize the effects
of atmospheric light
7. personal affection for the lakeshore
I realized it is possible to study atmos
pheric light effects reflected on any outdoor surface
or in any location at any time of the day. However,
I chose this location. Each morning, I found, brings
a flood of colored lights when we see the sun's rays
curving around the earth's atmosphere as it becomes
visible on the horizon. The curved rays enable us to
view our sun for only a few minutes before its retina
burning power blinds us. Clouds make reflectors and
shields of this light; each dawn creates a unique vista
and mood for an appreciative admirer.
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INFLUENCES
My research primarily focused upon the
Impressionist painter Claude Monet. His main early
influence came from Eugene Boudin. Of him it is
written,
"Yet it was not picturesque detail
that engaged his eye but light and
space, the restless motion of the
elements, variable skies, transient
gleams of light, dancing waves." ^
Boudin did not work laboriously on detail but
worked directly from nature. He is quoted as saying,
"Everything painted directly and on
the spot has a strength, vigour and
vivacity of touch that can never be
attained in the studio; three brush
strokes from nature are worth more .,
than two days studio work at the easel."
Monet absorbed Boudin' s teaching and applied it to
his own unique vision.
"Monet moved from one subject to another
on a single outing. He would paint on
the hill overlooking his house, in the
village, on the roads leading to nearby
towns, in the fields along the branches of
the Epte, and on the banks of the Seine
often returning with only one finished
painting. But as the artist neared fifty,
such forays began to take their toll. He
began to concentrate on the series paintings
instead of roaming the countryside. Later
Monet would claim that he was painting
haystacks near his houses the light changed
and he asked his stepdaughter to fetch him
another canvas. The request, several times
repeated, led to the first series paintings.'
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"The artist had understood that he
could not avoid the analysis of
phenomena and that if in a single
day morning joins evening in a series
of infinitely fine transitions, each
new moment of each varying day con
stitutes under the floods of light a
new phase of the object which has
never been before and never will be
again."
Monet had a wonderful passion for the effects
of light and the talent to convey it. His series
paintings of the haystacks, the poplars, the cathedral,
and the water lilies, portray the effects of light on
objects.
"The object, dark in itself, receives
from the sun its whole life, its whole
power of visual
impression."
My concern in this paper is for light itself
and how its effects on our atmosphere creates mood.
Leonardo da Vinci, in his notebooks, writes of the
three kinds of light that illuminate opaque bodies.
"The first kind of Light which may
illuminate opaque bodies is called
Direct light, as that of the sun or
any other light from a window or flame.
The second is Diffused (universal)
light, such as we see in cloudy
weather or in mist and the like. The
third is Subdued light, that is when
the sun is entirely below the horizon,
either in the evening or
morning."
With my working at dawn over a six month
period, I encountered all three kinds of light.
Working on my series in this way, the variety of effects
was rewarding.
In addition to studying Monet's paintings,
I also looked at works by Turner, Whistler, Vlaminck,
Arthur Dove, John Marin, Marsden Hartley, and Milton
Avery. From Turner and Whistler I saw how, in the con
text of their generations, they mastered the concept
of suggestion, going to the core of their landscapes,
arriving at the essentials. So too with Vlaminck, Marin,
and Hartley, except they displayed in their work a
forcefulness , or rather, a power of attack, that came
directly from attuning personality and environment.
Arthur Dove's paintings show me the energy of the object
instead of its skeleton. Milton Avery eliminates,
organizes, simplifies; these are the chief aspects of
his work. Yet he keeps the nucleus of his vision alive;
he strengthens the power of his first response to the
landscape .
However, I kept returning to Monet; I
delighted in viewing his impressions.
JOURNAL
I kept a journal, recording thoughts
and technical data after each outing with my easel
and brushes and paints s I include some of these
thoughts hoping they might be of value to the artist
beginning outdoor or location sketches/paintings.
My first attempt to sketch the sunrise
in oils was on September 12, 1978; it meant getting
up at 5s 00 A.M. , and rushing to be at a suitable
location. By the time I set up, the sun had risen.
The colors I chose were what I had been using for
studio still-life work and which I later came to
feel were inadaquate. They were primarily earth tones;
Sienna, umber, iron oxide, and were mostly opaque.
With a few more trips I rearranged my palette to
include more transparent colorss flake white, Naples
yellow, Indian yellow, cadmium red light, cobalt violet
dark, transparent brown, cerulean blue, chromium oxide.
I felt a little better about these colors, but I knew
I would be changing colors as I felt different moods
sparked by weather, temperature, location. I was very
inexperienced at painting outdoors and at first I just
visually described what I saw.
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JOURNAL NOTES
Wednesday, September 27th, temperatures 56.
Calm lake, hardly a wave, few clouds, a
little less crystal clear than it was
yesterday, light breeze.
Palettes flake white
Naples yellow
raw sienna
vermilion
cobalt violet dark
cobalt blue
transparent brown
viridian
Except for the cloud streaks on the canvas,
I feel like a house painters*The calm lake,
mild temperature, and the repeated changes
I felt I needed to make in the composition,
dampened the excitement of painting. At first
I love the cobalt violet, but the closer to
the first glimse of the sun the more I need
to use vermilion and yellow. The vermilion
and I aren't as compatible as yesterdays I
also feel the need for a livelier yellow on
such a clear day. My particular Naples yellow
is greenish in tone. I'm beginning to feel
a need to interpret more than just describe,
Wednesday, October 4th, temperatures 60 .
Manitou Beach, drizzle, calm lake, light
wind light rain at finish.
Palette: flake white
Naples yellow
aurolean
light red
cadmium purple
red ochre
transparent brown
cerulean blue
oxide of chromium
Prussian green
I might need two blues, cerulean is good
for skies and water reflections, but a
stronger blue, maybe ultramarine for darks
and water body.
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Thursday, October 5th, temperature 54 .
Manitou Beach, calm lake, few clouds, no wind.
Palettes flake white
Naples yellow (greenish and reddish)
aurolean
light red (hardly used)
vermilion
cobalt violet dark
transparent brown
cobalt blue
cerulean blue
viridian (hardly used)
I begin at a leisurely pace which then
increases slightly as color/light changes.
Then a glimpse of the sun through the clouds
at the horizon deep red, pure cadmium purple
and vermilion! Splash! Color change sprint,
run with brush color mix slash mix slash
color/light changes then finished!
Now a pause to check composition
flaws imperfections mistakes, poor color
mixes, inadaquate wave/water description
but still high on direct response reaction...
So, reflect, heighten color/light
to strengthen mood, replace mud with pure
pigment replenish weak areas. Sacrifice
response/reaction to study/correct ion.
Brush strokes of impulse/reflex give way to
pure color interpretation naturalistic to
stylistic.
then honking geese fly overhead
Wednesday, October 11th, temperatures 50 .
Manitou Beach, calm lake, no clouds, no wind,
light mist.
Palettes flake white
Naples yellow (greenish and reddish)
cadmium yellow
vermilion
cadmium red
raw umber (didn't use)
cobalt violet dark
French ultramarine blue
transparent brown
terre verte
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Nice easy painting 'til first sight of sun
at horizon again a struggle to capture its
beauty. Out for a picnic in color and find
myself chasing the wind less work at trying
to record an event let a flow happen.
At once it's over again mistakes in judge
ment jump out. Oh, regret this stroke and
that choice of color look at all the errors
clean your brushes and run away.
So you did some things well
parts are useful. Remember, these are sketches
and thank You Lord for another sunrise
to enjoy!
Wednesday, November 8th, temperature: 35.
Durand Beach, calm lake, light ripples
reflecting sky in little streaks, light
breeze, partially cloudy.
Palettes flake white
jaune brilliant
aurora yellow
cadmium scarlet
cadmium red
cobalt violet dark
cerulean blue
French ultramarine blue
transparent brown
viridian
Yesterday was dull in comparison to this
mornings I could have painted ten cloud
paintings at the same time. A super spectacle!
I see the need to try transparent
wash on a white ground (instead of the red
ground I have been using) to catch the light
focus. On a toned ground color diminished
with white becomes a surface color. If the
painting is done during the first glimse of
the sun, then a lighter ground is needed, or
even a white ground. If the painting is started
earlier, at first light, then the red ground
is good. The ground becomes the light because
the areas of land, water body, cloud body,
are much darker and more opaque.
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Wednesday, January 10th, temperatures 12.
Manitou Beach, calm lake, some clouds,
light wind.
Palettes flake white
Naples yellow
aurora yellow
jaune brilliant
cobalt violet deep
cobalt blue
terre verte
cadmium red
Late! There is very little red in the sky,
the sun is up already, maybe half an hour.
I will replace the terre verte with viridian,
it has a greater covering power. The white
ground I'm using leaves much light so the
darks (opaques) have to be thick.
I really feel the solitude of these
cold mornings, I feel happily alones I feel
at ease without human interference.
Friday, January 12th, temperatures 6 .
Manitou Beach, southeast wind, cloudy.
Palettes flake white
aurora yellow
jaune brilliant
cadmium scarlet
cadmium red
cobalt violet deep
French ultramarine blue
cerulean blue
viridian
Splash and slash, have to catch the sun.
The wind is directly in my face, my hand
warmer goes out. Constant sound of wind
and the ice being pushed and cracking.
What a beautiful cold! The sun comes up
over the lake, but it's all ice! The sun's
reflection is soft. After a break I rework
the painting, directly responding to the
composition, excluding visual resource, but
feeling it to the bone. The ice is beginning
to break up along what was the sun's reflected
path, but only in areas, straight out from
shore , the lake is covered with ice for up to
a thousand yards out. The wind is picking up.
It almost knocked the easel over; I caught it
in a split-second save. I need to make sure to
bring extra fuel for my hand warmer next time.
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Thursday, February 8th, temperatures 17 .
Summerville Beach, calm lake, rather windy,
clear sky.
Palettes flake white
Naples yellow (reddish tint)
cadmium yellow deep
cadmium red
cobalt blue
cerulean blue
cobalt violet
Cassel earth
viridian
Ideal palette for today; I feel comfortable
with it. After a discussion with Professor
Lipp yesterday, I feel a new enthusiasm in
my search for stimuli. The bombardment of
color/light from the autumn sunrises were
intense and unusually frequent here in
Rochester, considering this city's typical
gray weather. So, when winter and snow and
cold and gray came and stayed, I felt let
down in my stimulus resource. What Professor
Lipp made me aware of was what I needed for
stimulus (in this case electrifying), and
how I could gain the same responses in much
more subtle stimulus resource situations.
The key for me, (not specifically pointed out
by Professor Lipp) , is to be sensitive to
what evokes feeling, interpret it in its
relation to its Source (God) , and play down
intellectual izing while allowing God to guide
in the subconscious/feeling/spiritual/intuitive
way I have experienced in several of the autumn
pieces. Professor Lipp brought to my attention
that what an artist does is search for things,
situations, states of mind or states of emotion
to respond to. Getting to that state of response-
capability is what the artist strives for.
CONCLUSION
I search for something to respond to
when I find something with enough impact to cause
me to forget everything except that which this
"something" reveals I know that for the project
ahead this "something" is the answer.
The "something" important enough to respond
to is the key to the most important revelation. This
"something"
was a sunrise. Rather difficult to study
time-wise, but what an impact!
Make sure to rise early find the right
location hope for the right conditions be faithful
to the response. Create. Short minutes to prepare
seconds and split seconds to respond decipher, record,
interpret. Short minutes to evaluate, correct, reinter
pret those moments are gone rest, meditate, judge.
Man, do it again, then again and again.
Each time is different. Personal, physical, atmospheric,
all kinds of changes affect the next try. Try again.
Is all this substantiating the all important,
or most important revelation? What was it again? Did I
forget or ignore it?
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Okay. The revelation is the creating
power of God. Miniscule being that I am, in relation
to God, attempts to plug into this tremendous Power.
Conscious of my limitations and quite naive concerning
the outcome, I set out to communicate this attempt.
(Meager in relative terms.) The study of atmospheric
light in the framework of a communicable relationship
with God allowed me to grow as a landscape painter,
yet more importantly as a spiritual man.
I believe faithfully that God loves everyone
of us, gives each one of us a special gift, and tries
to communicate with us. A sunrise is an example of
His love; I see my talent in art as an example of a
special gift; my paintings are examples of His com
munication. Of these three facts the first is easiest
to agree with. My degree of talent as an example of
a special gift is subjective, and saying that God has
communicated to me or through me to a piece of paper
or canvas is the "soul" of my thesis.
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FOOTNOTES
1. Malachi 4s 1, (The Amplified Bible)
2. Mai-Mai Sze, The Way. of Chinese Painting, p. 37.
3. William Gaunt, Impressionism, p. 11.
4. Ibid. p. 11.
5. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Monet's Years at
Giverny. p. 21.
6, Georges Clemenceau, The Water Lilies, p. 128,
7. Ibid. p. 128.
8. Jean Paul Richter, ed. , The Notebooks of Leonardo
da Vinci, p. 72.
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